CHAPTER 12 – VATICAN CITY (ROMAN CATHOLICISM)
[On our way to Vatican City and St. Peter’s Basilica]
http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/audios/vatican1.wma
(Paolo Lenzi narration on the way to Vatican City – not transcribed)

Cross the Tiber River.

Ancient Wall of the city.

Pass by Castel Sant’ Angelo (Castle of the Holy Angel).

Vatican Walls (to protect the Vatican State).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vatican_Museums

http://www.museivaticani.va/

http://www.museivaticani.va/3_EN/pages/MV_Visite.html

Christ with Paul (on his right), Peter (left).

Sunburst with IHS monogram (Christogram).

Statue of Venus near the entrance.
Pigna Courtyard (Pine Cone Courtyard)
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/15/Vatican_City_map_EN.png (Map)

Sign: http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/signs/vatican1.jpg
Sign: http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/signs/vatican2.jpg
Plan of the pictorial elements of the ceiling showing the division of the narrative scenes into three themes.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gallery_of_Sistine_Chapel_ceiling

Sign: http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/signs/vatican3.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Last_Judgment_(Michelangelo)
http://www.thelastjudgement.org/Gallery.html
http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/audios/vatican2.wma (audio file)
Paolo Lenzi narrated: “Gather up right here (beside display of Sistine Chapel frescoes).
OK, from the beginning. These decorations (panels) were painted between 1483 and 1485. Who
painted these panels? Different artists, not one only. You can see the names. Botticelli was the
leading artist in Florence back then, and also the oldest among them. So he was a kind of
supervisor. Pietro Perugino was the teacher of Raphael, so imagine how important they were.
Ghirlandaio trained Michelangelo from the beginning. When the pope snaps (his finger), you’re
there, you’re ready. Don’t forget that an artist in this period is just a craftsman, and he wasn’t
supposed to be particularly learned or cultivated. He was just supposed to use his talent and
brains to chisel, to paint, to make a building. The pope told them what to do.
So on this side (right) you will see the stories of the life of Jesus, and on this side (left) the
stories of the life of Moses. And you may wonder, what-the-hell is a Jewish guy doing in a Christian
chapel. Well, actually, Moses took the Jewish people away from the slavery in Egypt. And in some
ways he was a precursor of Jesus, who came along later and took us away from another kind of
slavery, you know, the one of sin. This is an example of pure Renaissance work, which is balance,
symmetry, proportion, and perspective. All of them are visible in every panel. Just to give you an
idea: the symmetrical feeling is due to this. So in every panel there is something in the center, like
a column or a tree, working like an axis; and then in the right and left parts, all the figures are so
well distributed.
Then the other one – perspective and proportion – you can see that this lady is in 3D, and
then I see a guy and a field. But when it’s time for me to put it on a flat surface, I don’t know to do
it. So for a long time everything was two dimensional, very flat. But an Italian guy figured the rule,
a very simple rule of geometry; he traced two diagonals and he intersected them in the center;
that little point (of intersection) is called ‘vanishing’ because when you go behind that, everything
vanishes away, but if you go forward, this way and this way, everything is becoming bigger. So
you have small, big, and large. Now they know how to make it.
When it came time for the artist to release feelings, emotions, and movement, they don’t
care. When you come close and see some of these faces, they look like unexpressive dummy

faces with very steady positions. But at this time they didn’t care. They want you to know and to
teach you what happened, where, and when.
Very often you can see persons wrapped in very beautiful Renaissance garments, all of
them members of the high ranks, usually members of the cardinals. For status symbols they
deserve to be painted in here. On top of these paintings, where the windows are, you see figures
of popes, some of the popes, not all of them. Among them, of course, was Sixtus and those who
made the church what it was (at the time). Below them are tapestries, fake drapes that were
painted. Why? During the winter time, they had real drapes to keep the chapel warmer; in the
summer time, they took them off. So they couldn’t leave those places blank; so they painted fake
drapes (as decorations).
The chapel has a very simply layout – it’s a big rectangle divided in two parts by a screen.
The biggest part was right here for the pope and the clergy; the smaller part was for the assistants,
the bodyguards, and the lower ranks of the clergy. It has a very beautiful floor, like the one we
saw in St. Johns (Basilica), inlaid marble work. So in 1483 to 1485 different artists created these
works.
Then in 1503, when Giuliano became pope (Pope Julius II), and he wants to make Rome
the ‘City of God.’ He has the money for it, and if he needs more, he can see indulgences. He has
a super-ego, and he feels like a king, and he wants to compete with the kings and emperors of
Europe. So he calls two very important artists, Bramante and Michelangelo. Bramante was the
leading architect in Europe, super important with quite a reputation. The pope told him to knock
down the old basilica, the old church of St. Peter’s that was 1200 years old; he didn’t like it, saying
it was too old-fashioned. Knock it down and make a new one – the largest you can.
Michelangelo began to think of the project and how to fit the tomb inside the basilica. He
loved to chisel and make sculptures – this is what he wanted to do with his life. He didn’t like to
paint. He saw it as a very ordinary action. So he left Rome and went to Carrara (west of Florence),
and he worked with Carrara marble. And he came back with forty blocks of Carrara marble; he
was supposed to use it for the mausoleum (tomb). But he overcharged the pope, and the pope
got mad. Anyway, the greedy Michelangelo decided to break with the pope. Can you break with
such a client? No, actually he wasn’t supposed to. I say that to give you an idea of what kind of
temperament he was. The pope forced him to come back – and probably he was pushed by the
other architect, Bramante.
The pope commissioned Michelangelo to paint the Sistine Chapel ceiling. Imagine what a
ceiling it was. Michelangelo at that point said, ‘What, I can’t chisel anymore?’ And when the pope
told him to paint the ceiling with the twelve disciples, Michelangelo could not restrain himself and
said, ‘I think that’s a poor subject for such a ceiling.’ So he sketched something that caught the
attention of the pope, who was a connoisseur of art, and he understood that he was about to have
something that would attract the entire world of art. And there you have it – you don’t have to be
an artist to understand. Look at the movement, look at the expression and the feelings. Something
is changing from before.
There is a legend that he spent three-and-a-half years (1508-1512) laying on his back and
painting the ceiling. The circulation in his back, and the color in his eyes, were affected. When he
painted the sides, he had to squat and keep his position for hours. So when he finished he was
almost blind. But he survived for 89 years. That was quite unusual back then to live so long.
What did he paint on the ceiling? Anything Christian? No. Everything is Jewish, it’s from
the Old Testament. The making of the world in the Book of Genesis, the making of Adam and Eve
and the fall, and stories of Noah. It’s all from the Old Testament, but he used all the triangles and
rectangles, and even small circles, to make everything well-balanced and in proportion.

So he did fresco paintings – what is a fresco painting? You put the plaster on the wall
(ceiling), and then you transfer your drawing (like a stencil), and then you put the cement into the
plaster and the plaster begins to dry. The water is evaporating because of the carbon dioxide in
the air, and that is enough to set the colors in the plaster. If you make a mistake when painting,
you have to wait until it gets dry, then chisel if off with a chisel and hammer, then you put on
another patch (of plaster), and you paint it again.
If I tell you that every figure up there – even this one that looks the same – you may say
that he made one and used it to copy others, no, everyone was an individual, unique figure. So
how many stencils, and how many sketches did he make? And how much plaster? He was so
clever and so fast that he painted more than nine square feet a day. That’s a lot. And he did all
the painting by himself.
What did he paint around the ceilings? Above the windows – between triangular spaces he painted men and women alternately. The men are the Jewish prophets, and the women are
the pagan Sybils (oracles) or prophetesses. The Sybils were placed there because long before
Jesus came, they foresaw someone who would rescue the world. The mentality of the Church
was that in the beginning they were adoring the coming of the sunrise, then we began to believe
in God and goddesses, then one religion based on a single God (Judaism), and Jesus was
Jewish. But Jesus was the first step into Christianity, which was the last step that we should take.
That was the path of religion. So when the Jewish prophets and pagan Sybils were painted on
the ceiling, the pope accepted it.
In the middle panels you have God dividing the darkness from the light. Look how he
displayed the figure of God, like a straight diagonal – before light there was darkness and disorder.
Second, God is making the planets, the sun and moon and stars, and he’s putting some
vegetation on the earth. And look at the ‘moonies’ (lunar) covered slightly by purple cloth, and
peeking out, and you can see them, the buttocks. Guess who saw that? The pope, who stepped
inside the chapel and saw those ‘moonies.’ As he felt like god on the earth, watching man’s body
was for the pope a matter of fact. This (other panel) is God dividing the sky and the oceans (from
land).
Then you have the panel of the creation of Man (Adam), a famous painting world-wide,
where you have the finger of God touching the finger of Adam. With the fore-finger God is giving
him two gifts: intelligence and feeling. You can see the motions, and we can calculate and
speculate. One of the artists you studied this painting said, ‘Isn’t it interesting that the purple
background behind God looks like the human brain.’ Why is this so? Because God is giving
intelligence to Adam. And if you look at it sideways, it looks like the cross-section of a human
heart, which means that God is giving feelings to Adam. You see the aorta and the stem of the
heart? Whether it’s true or not, who knows. It could be mere speculation. But it’s interesting, and
fascinating. At the time, it was forbidden by the church to study anatomy, and they couldn’t paint
such beautiful anatomical features. In spite of it being illegal, they smuggled it into the painting.
Then you have (in the fifth panel) God making Eve from one of the ribs of Adam, according
to the Bible. Then you have (in the sixth panel) the Fall of Adam and Eve. And here you have the
Tree of Knowledge right in the middle with the snake wrapped around it, and you have the two
phases, before (left) and after (right), shown in the panel. Before they look younger, and after they
look like they’re in the desert.
Then you have the three stories (and panels) of Noah. In the first one, Noah is sacrificing,
then you have the flood, and finally the drunkenness of Noah. Noah was the first to have made
an agreement (covenant) with God; the second was Moses; and the third was Jesus. By the way,
those are also the three steps we took with God, the divinity.

http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/audios/vatican3.wma (audio file - continued)
So when Michelangelo finished the painting, he was disgusted with the ambition and
corruption of the high ranks of the clergy. So when he finished the painting he told himself, ‘I will
never come back here to work again.’ But he broke his promise twenty-seven years later.
Remember, he was also greedy and needed work. He worked to his last days at the age of
eighty-eight, and died of syphilis and gout (word for arthritis in those days).
Another thing I wanted to mention is that on top of the main door of the chapel the face of
the Jewish prophet (Zacherias) is the same as the pope himself. At sixty feet above, the pope
could not see at all what one of those little guys is doing behind the pope. They’re both leaning
on the shoulder of the figure of the pope, and one of them is showing the (obscene) ‘thumb’
gesture. (laughter) So that’s just another little thing behind the paintings.
So, about the restorations. This is before and after the restorations. The new American
patron of the arts, a Japanese corporation, gave the Vatican two-and-a-half Euros (five billion lira,
back then) in 1989 for restoration work. It took ten years to clean the entire chapel, not the ceiling.
The black layer was a layer of soot from candle-burning and dust. So for centuries we just saw
the dark colors, and people thought that Michelangelo chose dark colors because his life was in
turmoil. Not at all. These (the brighter colors) are the real ones, the super bright ones - metallic.
He invented special pigments for that ceiling. And he rocked the entire concept of the arts.
Twenty-seven years later, we got Martin Luther and the Last Judgment.
So Michelangelo comes back to paint the main wall of the chapel. Usually, behind the altar
you don’t paint the Last Judgment. You paint the Virgin Mary and the Child, or you paint Jesus on
the cross or the saints. Look what he did. Who would attend this chapel daily? The pope and his
most important people. So isn’t this quite a message given to the pope and those cardinals? Hey,
you, down there, looking at me, it may happen to you, and you may die this evening. So as long
as you’re here, repent. So this is the message, and I like to make this remark.
There is no architectural frame, and he didn’t know how long it would last. So he decided
not to put any limit, which meant more freedom to display the figures. If you follow my finger,
everything starts here (below). The corpses are moving all the way up, following another straight
line, but something like a spiral, and those figures are winding around the figure of Jesus in the
middle. Jesus is not a judge, and he’s deciding who will and who will not. And his right arm is
raised, which according to the Bible is the good side; he’s calling the good people who when they
were alive were following his rules. So he’s welcoming them to go up to heaven. The left arm
looks like a fence, saying, ‘No, no, no.’ These people are the evil ones, and they’re going down
to the hell. So down, up, hell, heaven, damnation, salvation.
These people – those around Christ – the good ones, are the saints and martyrs. Some
of them were tortured, and someone asked me about the guy who was barbecued alive; this is
Laurence (below Christ), holding his grill. It looks like a ladder or staircase, but it is not. To his
left is Bartholomew, one of the disciples, who is showing his skin that was flayed. To his left, a
lady (in green) Catherine from Alexandria who was tortured on a torture wheel. Then there’s
Sebastian, a soldier, who was shot by his colleagues with arrows.
Then above that scene of saints and martyrs, we have a scene of the column, where Jesus
was chained and whipped (to the right), and the crown of thorns and the cross on which he was
crucified (to the left).
Now, when you look at the women painted by Michelangelo, you do wonder a little. Look
at the biceps. For a long time, the scholars used to say, ‘Well, he got used to chisels, and he was
using the paint brushes like a chisel and hammer. But actually, that’s not true. What may be the
truth? Possibly the matter that he was homosexual. But back then you could not release, you

could not come out, like we can do today. So, that’s why he painted his face on the skin (of
Bartholomew), perhaps revealing in some way his own inner turmoil. You can’t match the face of
Bartholomew with the face on the flayed human skin. They’re two different faces. So that’s how
we know that’s a self-portrait of Michelangelo. The inner turmoil was possibly because of being
homosexual, which affected his life. And because back then you could not come out, it was a
worse sentence than death. So he had to keep all of this inside.
I read this book, because I was intrigued by this stuff, and this author figured out something
interesting. (Look at painting) Two guys kissing on the lips (here), and two guys kissing on the
lips (there), and Michelangelo put them among the good ones, not the bad ones. Despite his inner
turmoil, he was super-prolific as an artist – painting, sculpting, making buildings and fortresses.
He beings to feel depressed. Come on, guys, depression is a modern disease, you can’t feel
depressed back then, you have to work and put food on the table. By this time he meets a young
fellow named Tommaso dei Cavalieri [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tommaso_dei_Cavalieri],
twenty-five years old, and they found the letters that they wrote to each other. In one of these
letters, Michelangelo writes, ‘Tommaso, I thank you because you took me back to life.’ And right
after the days of this letter, he was like a volcano and he was again producing artistic things. Last,
but not least, when they were investigating within the archives, they found many of the invoices
that he issued to the models that he used for this (painting). And all of them were boys. If they
were girl figures, he just put girl faces on the male figures. This is why they have big biceps like
body-builders.
Before he finished, this guy who was a very high rank in the clergy, and he was such a
corrupted guy, he died. So Michelangelo took his revenge on him and put him in hell as the figure
of Minos (mythological king of hell). But he was not satisfied to just paint him as ugly-looking with
long ears like a donkey; look what the snake is doing to the part which men feel is so important.
This is what I heard later, that he (Biagio da Cesena) had abused children, and Michelangelo felt
so much scandal and was shocked by this that he put him and hell, and the snake is biting his
sex (organs).
When the pope saw the finished painting (of the Last Judgment), he said, ‘What did you
dare to do?’ Michelangelo said, ‘What did I do?’ The pope said, ‘All these people are naked.’
Michelangelo said, ‘So what, pope. When God made us, we look all the same because there is
no discrimination among us. When we will die, we will also look the same.’ So the pope could not
reply to Michelangelo. He had to shut up.
When Michelangelo died twenty-two years later, the pope called one of the assistants of
Michelangelo and ordered him to cover those genitals. So when you see the black cloth, they
were added by the assistant of Michelangelo – even the green and purple cloth. Before that, they
were unclothed, and can you imagine a saint in that position?
Any questions? None.

Vatican -- Last Judgment explanation, by guide Paolo Lenzi

https://youtu.be/QiG-31MzNUQ

Resources:
https://maitaly.wordpress.com/2011/04/04/michelangelo-sistine-chapel-the-last-judgement/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Restoration_of_the_Sistine_Chapel_frescoes
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/ Largest online source of Information for St. Peter’s Basilica and
Square in the Vatican
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/floorplan.htm Interactive floor plan

Christ the Judge and the Virgin. The Baptism of Christ.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sistine_Chapel

The Handing over of the Tables of the Law.

The Last Supper.

The Temptations of Christ

The Sermon on the Mount.

[Continue to walk toward the Vatican Museum]

(1) La Pieta - Pinacoteca (public art gallery)
(2) (left) Bas-relief of Apotheosis of Antoninus and Faustina with a winged genius and
personification of Rome. (center) dome of St. Peter’s.

Cortile della Pigna (Pine Cone Courtyard)
In the middle of the courtyard is a modern bronze sculpture, named 'sphere within a sphere'. It is
a creation of Arnaldo Pomodoro that was placed here in the 1990s. The pine cone is an ancient
fountain that was discovered near the Pantheon and probably belonged to a temple dedicated to
Isis. Water used to flow out of the scales. The two bronze peacocks that flank the pine cone are
replicas of ancient sculptures that were found in the Mausoleum of Hadrian. [The pine cone was
a symbol of the Phrygian god Attis, consort of the Great Goddess, Cybele. It was also a symbol
of rebirth, and curiously connected to the Biblical verse about the place Peniel (Pineal gland),
Genesis 32:30-31.]
http://www.aviewoncities.com/rome/vaticanmuseum.htm
Vatican Museums: Pio Clementino Museum.
The nucleus of the pontifical collections of classical sculpture dates back to the original collection
of pope Julius II (1503-1513) which was housed in the Cortile delle Statue (today the Octagonal
Court). During the second half of the 18 th century the pontifical collections were enormously
expanded both as a result of excavations being carried out in Rome and Lazio, and by donations
from collectors and antiquaries. The influence of Enlightenment thinking resulted in the
inauguration of a museum in the modern sense, open to the public and explicitly charged with the
task of safeguarding antique works of art, and promoting the study and understanding of them.

The Museum is called Pio Clementino after the two popes who oversaw its foundation, Clement
XIV Ganganelli (1769-1774) and Pius VI Braschi (1775-1799).
http://www.museivaticani.va/3_EN/pages/MPC/MPC_Main.html

Leoni di Nectanebo (lions of Nectanebo)

Gallery of Statues, Hall of Busts.

(1) Sign: Chiaramonti Museum. http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/signs/vatican4.jpg
http://www.museivaticani.va/3_EN/pages/MCM/MCM_Main.html
(2) Statue of Emperor Antoninus Pius in the Gallery of the Statues (Museo Pio-Clementino)

Passageway (to Octagonal Court).

Octagonal Court

Octagonal Courtyard.

Right – statue of Venus with Cupid

The Octagonal Court used to be known as the Cortile delle Statue. It was home to the first
nucleus of antique classical statues in the pontifical collections when Pope Julius II della Rovere
(1503-1513) displayed an extraordinary collection of antique sculpture here, aimed at bringing
once again to life the Rome of the Caesars in the Rome of the Popes.
http://mv.vatican.va/3_EN/pages/MPC/MPC_Sala02.html

(1) So-called "Hermes Ingenui" after the inscription on the pedestal indicating the name of the
sculptor or of the donator. Hermes wears his usual attributes: kerykeion (or herald's staff), kithara
(lyre), petasus (round hat), traveller's cloak and winged temples. Marble, Roman copy of the 2nd
century BC after a Greek original of the 5th century BC.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hermes_Ingenui_Pio-Clementino_Inv544.jpg
(2) Perseus: The statue shows the triumphant Perseus holding the severed head of the Medusa,
one of the three Gorgons. The hero is shown with the winged cap, the sandals of Mercury and
the sword which had been given to him in order to complete this task.
http://mv.vatican.va/3_EN/pages/x-Schede/MPCs/MPCs_Sala02_05.html

Bas-relief of Mithra and the Bull.

Bas- relief of a Bacchic Feast.

Sign: River god (Arno) http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/signs/vatican6.jpg
This statue, which shows the river god in a traditional reclining pose, dates from the time of the Emperor Hadrian
and was inspired by a Greek prototype.

http://mv.vatican.va/3_EN/pages/x-Schede/MPCs/MPCs_Sala02_02.html

Sign: Laocoon.

http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/signs/vatican5.jpg

The story is that during the Trojan War, Laocoön, a priest of Apollo in the city of Troy, warned his fellow Trojans
against taking in the wooden horse left by the Greeks outside the city gates. Athena and Poseidon, who were
favouring the Greeks, sent two great sea-serpents which have wrapped their coils around Laocoön and his two
sons and are killing them. From the Roman point of view, the death of these innocents was crucial to the decision
of Aeneas, who heeded Laocoön's warning, to flee Troy, and this led to the eventual founding of Rome.

http://www.museivaticani.va/3_EN/pages/x-Schede/MPCs/MPCs_Sala02_03.html

Bath of black and white granite.

Hall of Animals: The display in the two rooms which together make up the Hall of the Animals
was set up under Pope Pius VI (1775-1799) with antique works of art, often much restored and
sometimes completely re-worked, with the aim of creating a 'stone zoo'. Meleager is the mythical
hero of Aetolia and is shown here as the victorious huntsman: his hunting dog sits on his right,
and on his left is the head of the Calydonian boar which he has just killed.
http://www.museivaticani.va/3_EN/pages/MPC/MPC_Sala03.html
[Enter the Hall of Muses]
Hall of the Muses Ceiling. In the
center, Apollo flaying Marsyas who is
tied up to a tree, while Olympus is
interceding for his master. The other
paintings in the compartment below:
Apollo represented with five Muses,
Homer singing his poem with Minerva
sitting on the clouds, and the Muses
Terphsycore and Clio listening to
him. [Description of the Vatican
Museum, by Prof. Massi, p. 171]
http://romapedia.blogspot.com/2014/12/vatican-museums-pius-clementinus-museum_15.html

(1) Sappho, a statue representing the poetess of Mytilene seated on a rock, which represents
Parnassus; because of her poetical genius, she has deserved the glorious name of the tenth
Muse. [Sculptures and Galleries in the Vatican Palace, by Ercole G. Massi, p. 164]
(2) Urania, the Muse of Astronomy. This statue is easily recognized from the stylus, and the
celestial globe she holds in her hands. She is dressed in a large theatrical mantle, having the hair
bound with a fillet. [Sculptures and Galleries in the Vatican Palace, by Ercole G. Massi, p. 160]
(3) Statue of Apollo Citharaedus with the head of Dionysus.– above the statue is a relief of the
birth of Dionysus. http://ancientrome.ru/art/artworken/img.htm?id=1260 [Or Bacchus in female
attire in the act of dancing?]

(1) (a) bust of philosopher Periander, son of Ciselus of Corinth with quote, “Meditation is the all.”
(b) Lycurgus. Life-size bearded statue of the great Spartan legislator. (c) Bias of Priene, a portraitbust bearing the name of this celebrated lawgiver, and his favorite maxim, “There are many bad
men.” [Sculptures and Galleries in the Vatican Palace, by Ercole G. Massi, p. 165-6]
(2) Statue of Silenus. A fine statue of life-size representing the foster-father of Bacchus crowned
with ivy, wearing the tiger’s skin thrown over a part of his body, and fondly looking at the grapes,
which he holds in his left hand, while he presses their juice into a cup. [Sculptures and Galleries
in the Vatican Palace, by Ercole G. Massi, p. 157]

Sala Rotonda (Round Hall) http://mv.vatican.va/3_EN/pages/MPC/MPC_Sala07.html
The round hall is shaped like a miniature Pantheon (“temple of all gods”).

(1) Genius of Augustus. The emperor is represented personified as a beneficent Genius, standing
closely veiled in the sacerdotal habit of Pontifex Maximus in the act of sacrificing, holding the
patera in one hand and the cornucopiae in the other. [Description of the Vatican Museum, by
Prof. Massi, p. 191-2]
(2) Statue of Antinous as Dionysos-Osiris (ivy crown, head band of grapes, cistus and pine cone).
Red porphyry basin in the center of Round
Hall. The mosaic on the floor is divided into
concentric circles, within which are
representations of combats between
Centaurs and Lapithae, Nereids, and
Nymphs carried on the backs of Tritons, and
various other fabulous sea-monsters. In the
center is a colossal head of Medusa.
[Compendious Description of the Museums
of Ancient Sculpture, Greek and Roman in
the Vatican Palace, p. 184]

(1) Ceres (Demeter). A matronly colossal statue in Pentelic marble of the goddess of
Agriculture, represented holding ears of corn and poppies in her right hand. [Description of the
Vatican Museum, by Prof. Massi, p. 187]
(2) Bronze Hercules (Mastai Hercules, ‘Hercules Victor’). An interesting antique statue of
colossal proportions in gilt bronze. It represents the demi-god in all his powerful strength,
leaning on his club. A lion’s skin is thrown over his left arm. In one hand he holds the apples of
the garden of the Herperides. [Description of the Vatican Museum, by Prof. Massi, p. 187]
(3) Statue of Barberini Hera (or Barberini Juno) The statue depicts the goddess standing, wearing a
crown and peplos (which clings to show her form beneath and has dropped from her left shoulder,
nearly revealing her breast) and now resting the weight of her restored right arm on a
standing sceptre and carrying a patera (libation bowl) in her left. This sculpture is a Roman copy of a
Greek original. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barberini_Hera [Bust of Jupiter is to her right]

(1) Emperor Nerva (bust of Serpis to his right). Seated colossal statue of this good Emperor,
represented crowned with a bronze wreath of oak-leaves. The countenance is majestic, the lower
limbs are covered with a graceful drapery, the upper part of the body is bare. The head bears a
perfect likeness to the emperor. [Description of the Vatican Museum, by Prof. Massi, p. 189]
(2) Emperor Claudius as Jupiter. The emperor is represented after his apotheosis under the
attributes of Jupiter, half draped, the head encircled with the civic crown of oak-leaves, with the

patera, in the act of receiving worship and thanksgiving from his subjects. [Description of the
Vatican Museum, by Prof. Massi, p. 190]
(3) Juno (Hera) Sospita (or Lanuvina). The goddess is here represented arrayed in the splendor
of the warlike Pelasgic costume, with a double tunic and a goat’s skin gathered round her body.
[Description of the Vatican Museum, by Prof. Massi, p. 191]
[Enter Greek Cross Hall]

(1) Latin Inscription under statue (of equestrian official named Titus): Tito Staberio (Titi) f(ilio)
Quir(ina) Secundo praef(ecto) cob(ortis) Cbalciden(orum) in Africa tribuno militum leg(ionis)
VII Geminae felicis in Germania praef(ecto) equit(um alae Moesicae felicis torquatae Staberia
mater inpensa sua.
http://www-personal.umich.edu/~bkh/epigraph/images/large/vatican_equestrian_officer.jpg
(2) Unidentified Statue of ?
(3) Two colossal Sphinxes in Egyptian granite are in the Greek Cross Room.

(1) Sarcophagus of Costantia. This monumental sarcophagus in red porphyry was made to hold
the remains of one of the daughters of the Emperor Constantine the Great, most probably
Constantia who died in 354 A.D.
http://mv.vatican.va/3_EN/pages/x-Schede/MPCs/MPCs_Sala08_02.html
(2) Side view of Colossal Sphinx in Egyptian granite.

(1) In the center of the floor is a mosaic with a bust of Minerva (Athena) with the aegis, the head
of Medusa on the breast, the helmet, and shield. Twelve planets, with the various phases of the
Moon, are exhibited in the circular belt. [Sculptures and Galleries in the Vatican Palace, by Ercole
G. Massi, p. 176]
(2) Mosaic on the floor.
Hall of the Chariot: In this hall statues and
sarcophagi depict scenes from athletic
competitions and circus games, which
include discus throwing, wrestling, and
chariot races. The antique works, positioned
in the niches, or atop bases and altars, are
arranged around a monumental marble
chariot which occupies the centre of the area.
http://www.museivaticani.va/3_EN/pages/M
PC/MPC_Sala09.html

Gallery of the Candelabra: http://www.museivaticani.va/3_EN/pages/MPC/MPC_Sala10.html
http://idlespeculations-terryprest.blogspot.com/2010/09/gallery-of-candelabra-re-discoveryof.html

Gallery of Tapestries.

The Ascension of Christ, the Savior.

Vatican - Gallery of Tapestries

https://youtu.be/BuaCN4Yt0nk

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Gallery_of_Maps
Vatican Gallery of Maps

https://youtu.be/6yS44Q8UHJk

Hall of the Immaculate Conception. The episodes frescoed on the large walls and on the vault
refer to the Immaculate Conception and to the celebrations that took place of 8 December 1854:
The Promulgation of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception, the discussion of the Immaculate
Conception, the Coronation of the image of the Immaculate Conception, Stories and Allegorical
figures. http://mv.vatican.va/3_EN/pages/z-Info/MV_Info_Restauro04.html

Sign: Promulgation of the Dogma of the Immaculate Conception. . . The design begins with the
vaulted ceiling which displays allegorical scenes alluding to the Virgins virtues: Noah’s family
saved in the Ark; Esther and Ahasuerus; Judith and Holofernes; Joel killing Sisara; and
personifications of Faith and of Doctrine. The narration continues on the north wall with homage
of the Continents to the Church Enthroned. Read the entire sign at:
http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/signs/vatican7.jpg
“Angels and Demons” – Ceiling painting of
angels battling demons in the Vatican
Museum by Giorgio Vasari (1511-1574) &
Federico Zucarr (1541-1609), Apartment of
St. Pius V.
Ceiling of the chapel in the house of St. Pius
V (1566-1572). The dome depicts a raging
battle between angels and demons, heaven
and hell.
http://groteskology.blogspot.com/2012/09/se
ven-devils.html

(1) Sign at entrance to Sistine Chapel: We remind you that the Capella Sistina is a holy
place. Therefore, we invite you to be respectful and to follow the dress code. Thank you.
(2) In honor of: Ioanne Paulo II (Pope John Paul II)
Resources:
https://youtu.be/Y_T9St3ZvX4 The Vatican Museum Comprehensive Tour (Part 1)
https://youtu.be/iKoZdnCRFFY Vatican Museums Comprehensive Tour (part 2)
https://youtu.be/w3VtB2iGXUs The Vatican Museums (Sistine Chapel): One of the Best
Collections in the World
https://youtu.be/UdKCKf_znaI Documentary: The Vatican's Museums & Antiques

http://www.vatican.va/various/cappelle/sistina_vr/index.html
(Virtual Tour of Sistine Chapel)

Sistine Chapel ceiling

https://youtu.be/VWvDKDJmaWo

(1) Leaving museum and going to St. Peter’s via patio of St. Gregory.
(2) Statue of St. Gregory the Illuminator (257-331AD, Armenia; first nation to adopt Christianity
as official religion in 301 AD.

(1) Statue of Charity (Mother and children) at Patio of St. Gregory
http://stpetersbasilica.info/Interior/Portico/North/Charity-fcp-NV.jpg
(2) Statue of Hope at Patio of St. Gregory
http://stpetersbasilica.info/Interior/Portico/North/Faith-Atrium-NV.jpg
Resources:
http://www.vatican.va/various/basiliche/san_pietro/vr_tour/index-en.html Virtual Tour
http://vatican.com/tour
http://www.syromalabarchurch.in/resources_details.php?res=64

St Peter's entrance

https://youtu.be/o5mjv0VE1VE

http://stpetersbasilica.info/index.htm (Major Resource - Fantastic!)

(1) Portico. The Portico (or Atrium) has five large entrances from the piazza, and five
corresponding doors leading into the Basilica.
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Interior/Portico/Portico.htm
(2) Entrance, Door of the Sacraments. In the panels on the left: the angel announces the grace
of the sacraments: Baptism, Confirmation and Penance; in the panels on the right: the
Eucharist, Marriage, Holy Orders, and the Anointing of the Sick.
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Interior/DoorSacraments/DoorSacraments.htm

(1) Chapel of the Pieta. The name of this Chapel, which originally housed a Crucifix, changed in
1749, when Michelangelo's Pietà was placed there. Thus both on entry and exit from the
Basilica, where the Baptistry Chapel may be found, as pointed out by Galassi Paluzzi, there
are places dedicated to Mary and to John the Baptist, that is to Christ's mother and forerunner,
who also represent the two great sources of health: blood and water.
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Altars/Pieta/Pieta.htm
(2) La Pieta – Michelangelo’s masterpiece.

(1) Left of entrance – to Baptistry.
(2) Baptistry chapel; altarpiece, mosaic of Baptism of Jesus.
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Altars/Baptistery/Baptistery.htm
St. Peter above Holy Door, with keys to
heaven and hell. The Holy Door represents
Jesus, the Good Shepherd and the gate of
the sheep pen: "I am the gate. Whoever
enters through me, will be safe. He will go in
and out, and find pasture" (John10:9).
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Interior/Holy
Door/HolyDoor.htm

(1) Inside St. Peter’s Basilica. Side Aisle (right) looking towards Altar of St. Jerome.
(2) Monument to Leo XII http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Monuments/LeoXII/LeoXII.htm
(3) Statue of St. Teresa of Jesus (born in Avila, Spain).
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Statues/Founders/TheresaofJesus/Theresa%20of%20Je
sus.htm

(1) Nave - The nave was decorated by Gian Lorenzo Bernini, who was commissioned by
Innocent X in 1645 to complete the decoration of the pilasters and chapels. He and his
assistants are therefore responsible for the various decorations: the cherubs, the doves
and the symbols of the papacy such as the tiara and the keys. When entering the Basilica,
the feeling of admiration and astonishment created by the grandeur of the interior and its
decorations go beyond all expectations, and such feelings are enhanced while moving
slowly along the central aisle, inevitably attracted first by the Canopy rising under the
extremely bright opening of the dome, and then by the Confession, which is the epicenter
of this Temple.
(2) Chapel of St. Sebastian, an early Christian martyr from the late Roman Empire. The
painting represents St. Sebastian's martyrdom under the Roman Emperor Diocletian,
usually dated in the year 288. Sebastian was a member of the Praetorian Guard, and fell
victim to the emperor's persecution of Christians. Diocletian's was the largest persecution
of Christians in the Roman period, and also the last before Constantine's adoption of
Christianity. Under the altar are the remains of Pope St John Paul II.
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Altars/StSebastian/StSebastian.htm

(1) Marble floor with designs.
(2) Chapel of the Choir. http://stpetersbasilica.info/Altars/Choir/Choir.htm
(3) St. Ignatius of Loyola. Founded the Society of Jesus (Jesuits).
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Statues/Founders/IgnatiusLoyola/Ignatius%20Loyola.htm

(1) The Papal Altar & Baldacchino. Rising above the altar is the baldacchino (95ft. canopy),
Bernini's masterpiece and first work in St. Peter's. The ancient tomb of St. Peter lies
directly below the altar. http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Altars/PapalAltar/PapalAltar.htm
(2) In front of the Papal Altar is the Confessio. The word 'Confessio' refers to the
Confession of faith by St. Peter which lead to his martyrdom. St. Peter's tomb is behind
the Niche of the Pallium. http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Confessio/Confessio.htm
The Dome Mosaics (16 sections).
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Interior/Dome/CupolaMap.htm
(3) Looking back toward the entrance.
Apse. Cathedra Petri (Altar of the Chair
of St. Peter). St. Peter's Chair is perfectly
visible through Bernini's Canopy even from
the entrance. It is a large bronze structure
containing the ancient oak Throne decorated
with small carved ivory plaques showing the
labors of Hercules and some celestial
constellations. The fine alabaster window
shows the Holy Spirit as a dove.
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Altars/Cathe
dra/Cathedra.htm
Question: Where is the body of Peter supposed to be?
Answer (Paolo Lenzi): When they carried out the investigation in 1939, they found this shrine that
looked very similar to other shrines. But they never found a tombstone saying this is Peter’s tomb
(resting here in peace). And the relics they found were not in a box but nearby in a wall, where
somebody carved graffiti with the letters PETR in Greek. But did those bones belong to the
apostle? Ten years later, another professor studied the whole thing, using DNA and other
scientific equipment, and found that the bones belonged to a man in his late 60’s or 70’s, around
the end of the first century. And it was true that Peter was in Rome in 67 AD, and he was in his
60’s when he died. And Constantine went through the effort to build a basilica over the site. Why
would he do it if somebody important wasn’t buried there? As a former archaeologist, I was taught
not to force my data in case they don’t really find something you can claim (to be so). So let’s
consider that the bones they found belonged to Peter, the apostle. And the bones were kept right

below the altar, two levels below. When you take the special tour to the necropolis with the
Vatican guides, you can squat and see, actually, nothing. That’s the tomb of Peter. That‘s where
the relics are. OK, satisfied? (Satisfied)
http://wigowsky.com/travels/GreeceRome/audios/tomb.wma (audio file, excerpt)
Resources:
https://www.ewtn.com/library/CHISTORY/stpetrtomb.htm (article)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Peter%27s_tomb (Saint Peter’s tomb)
http://stpetersbasilica.info/Necropolis/MG/TheTombofStPeter-1.htm (Tomb of Saint Peter, by
Margherita Guarducci)
http://sspx.org/en/content/2788 (Historical Notes about St. Peter’s Tomb, Society of Saint Pius X)

(1) Clementine Chapel. Known as the "Clementine" Chapel after Pope Clement VIII (15921605) who commissioned its decorative cycle to include precious marbles, mosaics and
stucco surfaces, on occasion of the Great Jubilee Year 1600. The Clementine Chapel and
adjacent spaces contain the Altar of St. Gregory the Great, Monument to Pius VII, Altar of
the Lie and Altar of the Transfiguration.
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Altars/Clementine/Clementine.htm
(2) Pope Pius VII (1742 – 1823) Monument to Pius VII. Beside the Pontiff are two allegorical
figures: the Genius of time and History, intent on recording the Pope's achievements with
the hourglass and a book; on the pedestal are another two statues which represent
Fortitude, with the lion skin, and Wisdom, with the book and the owl.
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Monuments/PiusVII/PiusVII.htm

John the Evangelist, the Eagle (Scorpio)
[Tetramorph around bottom (sides) of the Dome]

Matthew, Aquarius (Man)

(1) Altar of Transfiguration by Raphael at St Peter’s. The great painters last work features
Jesus, bathed in light, borne aloft between Moses and Elijah, also in ecstasy, while the Apostles
Peter, James and John, prostrate, contemplate this glimpse of paradise.
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Altars/Transfiguration/Transfiguration.htm
(2) Side Aisle.
(3) Altar of Immaculate Conception. The altarpiece, by Pietro Bianchi (1694-1740), shows
the Virgin Immaculate in glory surrounded by angels and venerated by Sts. Francis of Assisi,
Anthony of Padua, John Chrysostom.
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Altars/ImmaculateConception/ImmaculateConception.htm

(1) Monument to Innocent XI (1676 – 1689), the figure of the Pope is flanked by Faith and
Fortitude (allegorical figures) . Innocent is considered the outstanding pope of the 17th century,
largely because of his high moral character. In a time of frequent papal corruption, he was free
from nepotism and his integrity was unquestioned. He was beatified by Pope Pius XII on October
7, 1956. http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Monuments/InnocentXI/InnocentXI.htm
(2) The pope's body is visible under the St. Sebastian altar.

(1) Monument to (Pope) St. Pius X (1835 – 1914). The sainted Pius X, son of a postman
and a seamstress, radiated a holiness which deeply impressed those who came into
contact with him. The ordinary Italian people hailed him as a saint - a verdict that was
confirmed by the Church forty years after his death.
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Monuments/PiusX/PiusX.htm
(2) Presentation Chapel. The mosaic altarpiece is the Presentation of the Virgin Mary in the
Temple by her parents. Below the altar is the body of St. Pius X (1904-1914), the last
pope to be canonized.
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Altars/Presentation/Presentation.htm
(3) Monument to Maria Clementina Sobieski. Maria Clementina Sobieska (1702-1735) is one
of three women honored with monuments in the basilica. She was niece to the King of
Poland and married to the Pretender of the English throne, James III Stuart . The princess
is portrayed in a medallion held up by a cherub and by the statue representing Charity,
the work of Pietro Bracci (1700-1773).
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Monuments/MCSobieski/MCSobieski.htm
This masterpiece
by Canova
commemorates James III, the 'Old
Pretender' to the English throne, and
his
two
sons, Bonnie
Prince
Charlie and Henry. Antonio Canova,
the leading Neo-Classical sculptor of
his time, used this location to mark
the spot in the grottoes below where
the three last members of the
royal House of Stuart lie buried.
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Monume
nts/Stuarts/Stuarts.htm

Looking back toward Papal Altar.

Leaving St. Peter’s.

His Holiness Pope John Paul II announcing the exhibition
The Vatican Collections: The Papacy and Art on April 29, 1982
"Through your efforts to promote the patrimony of art that is preserved in the Vatican, you are
giving an eloquent testimony to your esteem for art and for its role in helping to uplift the human
spirit to the uncreated source of all beauty.
In its constant concern not to neglect the spiritual dimension of man’s nature, and to urge the
world to direct its gaze upwards to God – the Designer and Creator of the universe – the Holy
See welcomes your devoted collaboration with the Vatican Museums as they strive to
communicate to as many people as possible all the cultural benefits of that artistic heritage of
which they are the custodian.”
http://www.fjp2.com/us/john-paul-ii/online-library/speeches/7810-presentation-of-the-vaticanexhibition-on-the-vatican-collection--the-papacy-and-art-april-29-1982

Façade of St. Peter’s Basilica: Christ the Redeemer in the center; John the Baptist (Forerunner)
to his left; St. Andrew (to his right). To the left of John the Baptist: James the Elder and Thomas.
To the right of Andrew: John the Evangelist and St. James the Younger.

On the entablature is a Latin inscription in enormous letters: "In honorem Principis Apostoli Paolus
V Burghesius Romanus Pont. Max anno MDCXII - Pont. VII" (In honor of the Prince of the Apostles
Paul V Borghese, Supreme Roman Pontiff, in the year 1612, the 7th year of his pontificate).
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Burghesius.jpg
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Exterior/Facade/FacadeMap.htm (Facade map)

(1) Statue of St. Peter. In his right hand the apostle is holding the keys, symbol of the power
promised to him by Christ in Caesarea of Philippi; in his left hand is the scroll bearing the words
‘ET TIBI DABO CLAVES REGNI CAELORUM' (I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven.
Mt. 16, 19). One key is silver-plated, while the other is gold plated.
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Exterior/StPeterStatue/StPeterStatue.htm
(2) Statue of St. Paul. The figure of the apostle has a noble bearing, with the 2.79 meter long
sword (which has lost its original gold-plating) in his right hand; his left holds a book. The pointed
beard finishes off the especially expressive face; the drapery, with classical folds, is unrestrained
and balanced. On the book is the inscription, in Hebrew letters of the fourteenth-fifteenth century
style, reading: "I can do all things in him who strengthens me", recalling the text from Paul's Letter
to the Philippians, chapter 4, verse 13.
http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Exterior/StPaulStatue/StPaulStatue.htm

Me with tour guide, Paolo Lenzi, in front of St. Peter’s Basilica.

The Vatican Obelisk was originally taken by Caligula from Heliopolis in Egypt to decorate the
spina of his circus and is thus its last visible remnant. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vatican_City

http://www.stpetersbasilica.info/Exterior/Colonnades/Saints-List-Colonnades.htm 140 statues on
the Colonnades (Diagram and Alphabetical list)
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2015/07/150720-Vatican-360-Degree-Tour-Saint-PetersBasilica/

St Peter's Square

https://youtu.be/xRqnU60uEVE
Resources (online):

Compendious Description of the Museums of Ancient Sculpture, Greek and Roman in
the Vatican Palace: With the Addition of the Etruscan and Egyptian ... Maps of Italy
(Classic Reprint) (Paperback)
https://books.google.com/books?id=sP_QqqBYpBcC&pg=PA195&lpg=PA195&dq=tito+staberio
&source=bl&ots=UePya_Vt6&sig=5JzaPcwZ3XzVXtHMs8fhufsmapY&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj0zIzkhIPPAhVQ7
2MKHfTCA5wQ6AEILjAD#v=onepage&q=tito%20staberio&f=false
Vatican sculptures, selected, and arranged in the order in which they are found in the Galleries.
By Robert MacPherson
https://books.google.com/books?id=1OgAAAAcAAJ&pg=PA13&lpg=PA13&dq=statue+in+Hall+of+the+Greek+Cross,+Vatican&source=b
l&ots=g2HgIfiUZf&sig=AajWWzdcVeKCy5ROXC3V3d0_Sws&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjUseIoorPAhWT14MKHVwTBx8Q6AEIPzAI#v=onepage&q=statue%20in%20Hall%20of%20the%
20Greek%20Cross%2C%20Vatican&f=false

